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Description:

Compliances: FAA L-881 Photometrics per FAA Advisory Circular 150/5345-28G

FAA AC 150/5390-2B Heliport Design Guide

Registered ISO 9001:2008

ICAO Annex 14, Volume II

HAPI is a modified PAPI system for use as visual slope guidance on heliports.

One HAPI system is for one helicopter approach path.

It is installed on the side opposite the approach, facing across the landing area.

Each HAPI system consists of two (2) HAPI units

Use Instruction:

The PAPI system is used to guide aircraft to approach the runway at an appropriate altitude.

The upper half of PAPI's beam is yellow, with green in the middle and red in the lower half. In

the visual range, different elevation lights in PAPI systems allow the aircraft to see different

colors at different altitudes. The pilot can judge and adjust the height of the plane by seeing

the color of the beam, making it at the right height. When the pilot saw the yellow ray means

to fly too high; when the pilot saw green said height at the right moment; when the pilot saw

the red light said flying too low, could hit obstacles.

Structure:

A single lamp unit consists of a lamp body and three stents. The lamp body is composed

mainly of top cover, front glass panel, box body, lens, color filter, light bulb and bracket, and

the lamp is always provided with optical element positioning and protection. The bracket

assembly consists of flanges, easy folds, long poles, screws, nuts and gaskets, which are used

to support the lamp body and control the height and elevation of the lamp body.

Installation diagram（mm）
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Main Parts:

1 lid 8 Lens 15 Lens mount 22

Connection

component B

2 Flat glass 9 Lens mount 16 Lens 23

Adjustable

screw

3 Lens cover 10 Light body 17 Lens cover 24
The fastening

screw

4 The tailgate 11 Filter holder 18 flange 25 Lens cover

5
The bulb

clip
12

Filter press

plate
19

Easy breaking

parts
26 clip

6

The light

bulb
13 Color filter 20 Extension rod 27 Flat glass

7

The light

bulb holder
14

Color filter

limit part
21

Connection

component A
28 The front panel
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Flange Mounting Dimension:

The installation of PAPI lamp unit is fixed on the precast concrete base. Anchor the flange to

the base with the anchor bolt embedded in the base. If the expansion bolts are used, the size

must be greater than M10 x 120. The fixed position is shown in the figure.

Height Setting:

According to the requirements of the base height of the optical axis of PAPI system, set a

benchmark horizontal line to meet this height requirement before the lamp body. Loosen the

connection bolt of PAPI lamp, adjust the three adjusting screw on the lamp, make the light axis

of the front part of the lamp body align with the base line. Fine-tune the screw and observe the

horizontal blisters in the lamp until the lamp body level is up.

Wiring Diagram:

The PAPI system USES 6.6A ac constant current source. If The electricity environment is 110V.

First connect 110V power transformer(or manual voltage regulator), than there is a spin

button,so you get from 0 to 6.6A constant current source as you want.（The power cable should

be protected by metal hose.）

Internal wiring:
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Elevation Adjustment and setting

There is a spin button at the top of manual voltage regulator,which a adjustable point (a white

core) to adjust the current that you need.Please reference the following picture.

For the Input site,there are little red spin button and black spin button,marked “ A” and

“X”.For the “A” button,please connect with the Live wire,and for the “X” button,please

connect with Null wire.For Output site,please connect with PAPI light.
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 Please make sure the lamps is power off before replacing light bulbs

Replacement of bulb method: pinch the bulb at the end of the bulb, pull up the bulb, and

then pull the plug out. When installing a new light bulb, connect the plug connector first,

then the bulb will be pressed down until the bulb is in place. As shown below:

 Replacement of color filter method:

Loosen two M4 tightening screws on the filter press and remove the clamp and screws，

Then take out the old filter and replace it with a new filter. Press the light bulb until it

comes in contact with this Remove the filter and press plate
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Schematic diagram for Changing the color filter

Consideration
 Be careful when handling; Landing or collision will cause damage to the inner light bulb or

other optical parts of the product, and may result in scratches.

 wet hand to touch the internal electrical equipment shall be strictly prohibited

 environmental temperature -40 ° C ~ + 55 ° C;

Caution

1 All the connections must be correct, otherwise it will damage the lights, please check the

mark and instruction carefully.

2 The power supply is AC110 50HZ/60HZ, can’t use other powers, otherwise it will damage

the lights.

3 The obstruction light need to be installed below lightning conductor or lightning protection

zone, in case light be struck by lightning.

4 It’s normal if temperature rise while operating.

5 Please do not open any part of lights while operating.

6 The light is fully sealed, please do not install or dismantle unless you are professional. Once

operated inappropriately, our company will not guarantee the warranty.
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Quality assurance and responsiblity:

This product from normal use but no more than a year after installation within 12 months of shelf

life, or in the warranty period stipulated in the tender and bid, any defects in design, material or

process, the manufacturer will be responsible for free replacement. But manufacturer does not

assume the use of the light bulb attrition is damaged, and because of the unqualified installation,

maintenance method is not correct, improper operation, power supply system fault, watchung

caused by wrong operation and so on damage compensation. The compensation of the

manufacturer is limited to the precise approach to the channel indicator itself and does not

involve any other loss of the user.
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